1. A summability matrix is called conservative if it attaches a limit to, that is, sums, every convergent sequence. If moreover this limit is a fixed multiple m of the ordinary limit of the sequence the matrix is called multiplicative m. If a matrix A is multiplicative m then the matrix kA, where k 7a 0 is a number, is multiplicative km and sums exactly the same sequences as A. Thus it is immaterial to specify m except to say whether or not it is zero. The dichotomy of matrices into those for which m = 0, m^O is well known to be significant. A single example is the theorem of Steinhaus [l]0 that if m^Oa multiplicative m matrix cannot sum all bounded sequences, the result being false if m = 0.
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The principal object of this paper is to extend this classification into the whole set of conservative matrices. This will be separated into the subclasses of co-regular and co-null matrices; the division of multiplicative matrices induced will be that mentioned above. It will then be shown that a class of theorems which have been proved about multiplicative matrices can be so generalized as to apply to conservative matrices in general. The value of the classification will appear in that certain results in which the condition m^O plays an essential role will hold for co-regular but not for co-null matrices. Some results are new even for multiplicative matrices, for example, the specialization of Theorem 2.0.3. 1.1. Preliminary.
Let A =(ank) be a matrix of complex numbers and x = \xn} a complex sequence, then y=Ax is called the transformed sequence where in the multiplication x and y are treated as column vectors, thus y= {y"} where yn= X*°-o ankxk=An(x). Then, if it exists, lim yn = lim An(x) is called A(x). Finally the domain of the functional A(x), that is, the set of sequences x such that Ax is convergent, is called the summability field of A and written (^4). We shall denote the identity matrix by / so that (I) is the set of convergent sequences.
Setting, after Brudno (1), ||.4|| =sup" X*°-o |a»*l and denoting by F the set of sequences i= {l, 1, 1, A triangular matrix has a"k = 0 if k>n, while a triangular matrix for which ann7^0 for each n is called normal.
We metrize (A) by setting ||jc|| =sup" | Xi°=o ûn***|. It is indicated in Mazur [2, p. 42] that if A is normal and ||^4|| < °o then (.4) is a Banach space using this norm; it is also shown that under the same conditions, if \xT\ is a sequence of elements of (A) with limit x, that is, \\xr -x\\ tends to zero, then Calling the matrix A we are using the metric defined above. The norm preserving correspondence x<->Ax, x(E(A), between (A) and the subset / of (7) consisting of those sequences expressible as Ax, x£z(A), is 1-1 if we identify members of (A) whose distance apart is zero. Since (I) is well known to be separable the conclusion follows.
If A is normal let A~1 = (ank) be the inverse matrix, let a'k denote the sequence whose «th term is a^, that is, the &th column of A~x, and let 5 or Sa denote the sequence whose «th term is X"-o aL-Clearly An(a'k)=bnk, An(s) = l and so these sequences belong to (A). where, as usual, ||f|| is the upper bound of |¿(x)| on the unit sphere in (A).
2. Co-regular and co-null matrices.
The series converges absolutely for, by Lemma 1.1.1, L(x) is continuous on (I) using the metric of (I) and we may apply Mazur's theorem (ii) since I is normal.
Since in particular A (x) is continuous on (A) by the very definition of the metric, we have defined p(A) .We shall call a conservative matrix A conservative p, where p=p(A).
Clearly a multiplicative p matrix is conservative p. Definition.
A conservative matrix A, whether normal or not, will be called
A regular matrix is co-regular. A multiplicative zero matrix is co-null. Notice that p(A) =lim",0O X*°-o ank~ X*°-o lira,.. ank.
In all extensions to conservative matrices which are carried out here, the following identity is fundamental.
The number tA(L) has been defined in the statement of Mazur's theorem (ii).
Theorem 2.0.1. If A is a normal, conservative matrix and L(x) is a B-linear
which immediately gives the required result. The inversion in the second We now have a result showing that co-null matrices sum "more" sequences than co-regular matrices. We shall say that A is not weaker than B if (A)^(B), weaker than B if (A)C(B). Since, as in Theorem 2.0.2, tA(B) =p(BA~l), given a normal matrix .4 we may choose any normal co-null matrix C, set B = CA, and we shall have (B)Z)(A), B co-null. Thus any normal co-regular matrix is weaker than some co-null matrix. That (B)t^ (A) here follows from the following corollary. Corollary 1. A normal co-null matrix is stronger than convergence, that is, it must sum divergent sequences. Thus it appears that the adjectives co-regular and co-null can be applied directly to summability fields. Theorem 2.0.4. A co-regular matrix cannot sum every bounded sequence.
Steinhaus
[l] has proved this for regular matrices. A proof is given by Agnew [2, p. 596] . Let A be the matrix. Let B be the matrix defined by b"k = ank -ak where ak = lim""" ank-Applying Mazur's theorems (i) and (ii) on (T) we have A(x) =p(A)I(x)+ Xr°°-o arXr for ïG(7) and so B(x) =p(A)I(x) so that B is multiplicative p(A), and, using (1. 
This result is immediate without computation in case p(A)¿¿0, from Theorem 2.0.2. Thus if tB(L) is 0 the same is true for Ia(L).
Corollary. The condition t^O is necessary in Mazur's theorem (ii).
This follows by setting L(x)=B(x) in Theorem 2.1.1, noting that tB(B) = 1.
The same result follows from the fact that Ia(B) =p(BA~l) and so, using The closures indicated are taken with respect to the metric of (A). Part (f) follows immediately from (c).
Proof of (d). If (/) ¿¿(A) there exists a .B-linear functional which vanishes on (I) but is not identically zero. By Lemma 3.1.2 it is an orthogonal functional and so A is not of type M. If on the other hand (7) = 04) the result follows from (c) and (b). The result is false for co-null matrices as may be seen by consideration of a multiplicative zero matrix A, for A(x) =0 on (I) while A(sa)=1
, and yet such matrices may be of type M.
Corollary. If A is normal, conservative, then (I) includes the field of every co-regular matrix weaker than A which is of type M. This is an application of Lemma 1.1.1 to (d) above. 3.3. Consistency. One of the important applications of the idea of type M is to consistency. Mazur [2, , proves that a normal, regular matrix A is consistent with every matrix B such that (i) (B)^(A), (ii) B is regular, if and only if A is of type M. We now provide the best possible generalization of this result to normal, conservative matrices. The set F was defined in 1.1. Remarks. It will be clear that in the statement "every matrix B" may be replaced by "every normal matrix B." For a multiplicative zero matrix A, A(x) =2A(x) =0 on F but A and 2^4 disagree at sa so that the theorem fails for co-null matrices. 3.31. Subregions of (I). Consider again Theorem 3.3.1. The set F is, so to speak, representative of (I) and could be replaced by (I) in the statement. Now for w = 0, 1, 2, • • • consider the matrix A~n where A is normal, conservative.
Since A~"-An+l=A is conservative, {(.4_n)} is a monotonely decreasing sequence of subregions of (I). That UC4-") need not be a single point (sequence) is shown by taking A to be the first Cesàro mean, in which case the product set contains F. For positive integral m, Am is of type M if and only if A is, see for instance Hill [l, Theorems 5 and 6, p. 704] . Thus the corollary to Theorem 3.3.1 gives the following result which is stronger than Theorem 3.3.1. We remark also that by Theorem 3.2.1 (d) and the above, the density of any one of (A~") in (A) is equivalent to .4's being of type M, where A is normal, co-regular.
These subregions of (I) play a role also in the determination of p(L). The behaviour of L(x) on (I) determines p(L) but we can, at least for coregular matrices, determine p(L) from the behaviour of L(x) on any one of the subregions (A"*1) of (I). Combining these identities with
L(hk)xk=L(x) for xG(I) by Mazur's theorem (ii), we have the result noting that se and every e'r belong to (I) since Am is conservative.
3.32. Characterization of type M by co-ordinate systems. The above ideas are useful in proving the results of this section although they are not essential and the theorem can be proved without resort to Mazur's theorem (iii). We shall say that a set H of sequences forms a base for a set K if to every member x of K and every positive e there corresponds a finite linear combination y of members of H such that |*.-yn\ <e for all n, where x = {x"}, y= {yn}-For our purposes we shall take the closed linear hull of H in the sense of this metric, that is, the smallest set of sequences for which H forms a base. We require a lemma.
Lemma 3.32.2. Let a set H of convergent sequences form a base for (I) and let C be a conservative matrix. The matrix C is regular if and only if it sums each member of H to its ordinary limit.
The condition is clearly necessary. Now suppose that C sums each member of H to its ordinary limit and let y be any convergent sequence. By hypothesis y can be written in the form y" = limj,..M 2~2™-o JrZ'ñ7' where y? is a number, zr-pÇzH, ¿n is its nth term, and m(p) < °o. Moreover the limit is uniform in n.
Secondly C(x) is a F-linear functional on (I) by Mazur's theorem (i).
Using these two facts we have C(y) = limp C( ^2ry?zr-p) = limP y^jryfC(zr'p) = limj, ¿Jryf(tuan zr/) =limn limj, 2~2r-yrZT/ = \imn yn and so C is regular.
Proof of Theorem 3.32.1. Calling the sequences mentioned in the statement ak (the &th column of A) and S respectively, suppose they form a base for (I). If F is a normal matrix with (B)'=\(A) agreeing with A on F, set C = Ä4~1 so that C is a normal, conservative matrix. We have, for each *, C(ak) =B(8k) =A(8k) =I(ak) and C(S)=B(1)=A(1)=I(S) since B agrees with A on F. By the lemma, C is regular. Thus B is consistent with A. By Theorem 3.3.1 and the remark on that theorem, A is of type M. Next suppose that the set mentioned does not form a base for (I). Let H be the closed linear hull of this set taken as mentioned above. By supposition H is a proper subset of (7). Let y£(/)-FT. Now, working in the space (I) with its metric, since H is closed there is a F-linear functional G(x) defined on (I) which is zero on H and one at y. Now set L(x) =G(x)+lim x" for x£(Fj. Since G(x) vanishes on H we have G(S) -^2C(ak) =0 and thus, by Lemma 3.31.2 with m = l, p(G)=0, and so p(L) = l. By Mazur's theorem (iii) there is a normal matrix C with (C) = (I), C(x)=L(x).
Setting B = CA we can easily verify that (B) = (A) and B agrees with A on F. For instance B(i) = C(S) =L(S) =lim Sn=A(l). However if we set z=A~ly so that zE(A) we have B(z) = C(y) = l+lim yn = l+A(z). By Theorem 3.3.1 A is not of type M.
Miscellaneous.
Theorem 4.0.1. If A is a normal, conservative matrix which sums a divergent sequence then (I) is of first category in (A).
We have seen that (I) may be dense in (.4) in Theorem 3.2.1 (d). We map 04) into itself by associating AxÇz(I) with x£04). This mapping is continuous since if the sequence {xr} of elements of (.4) converges to x, this means by definition that {-4xr} converges to the sequence ^4x using the metric of (I) and so, a fortiori (Lemma 1.1.1), using the metric of A. The mapping is
